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Abstract
Background: Since receiving unexplained pneumonia patients at the Jinyintan Hospital in Wuhan, China in December 2019, the
new coronavirus (2019-nCoV) has rapidly spread in Wuhan, China and spread to the entire China and some neighboring countries.

We establish the dynamics model of infectious diseases and time series model to predict the trend and short-term prediction of the

transmission of 2019-nCoV, which will be conducive to the intervention and prevention of 2019-nCoV by departments at all levels in
mainland China and buy more time for clinical trials.

Methods: Based on the transmission mechanism of 2019-nCoV in the population and the implemented prevention and control

measures, we establish the dynamic models of the six chambers and establish the time series models based on different mathematical
formulas according to the variation law of the original data.

Findings: The results based on time series analysis and kinetic model analysis show that the cumulative diagnosis of pneumonia
of 2019-nCoV in mainland China can reach 36,343 after one week (February 8, 2020) and the number of basic regenerations can

reach 4.01. The cumulative number of confirmed diagnoses will reach a peak of 87,701 on March 15, 2020; the number of basic

regenerations in Wuhan will reach 4.3 and the cumulative number of confirmed cases in Wuhan will reach peak at 76,982 on March
20. Whether in Mainland China or Wuhan, both the infection rate and the basic regeneration number of 2019-nCoV continue to

decline and the results of the sensitivity analysis show that the time it takes for a suspected population to be diagnosed as a confirmed
population can have a significant impact on the peak size and duration of the cumulative number of diagnoses. Increased mortality
leads to additional cases of pneumonia, while increased cure rates are not sensitive to the cumulative number of confirmed cases.

Interpretation: Chinese governments at various levels have intervened in many ways to control the epidemic. According to the

results of the model analysis, we believe that the emergency intervention measures adopted in the early stage of the epidemic, such
as blocking Wuhan, restricting the flow of people in Hubei province and increasing the support to Wuhan, had a crucial restraining
effect on the original spread of the epidemic.

It is a very effective prevention and treatment method to continue to increase investment in various medical resources to ensure

that suspected patients can be diagnosed and treated in a timely manner.

Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, we believe that enhanced treatment of the bodies of deceased patients can be

effective in ensuring that the bodies themselves and the process do not result in additional viral infections and once the pneumonia

patients with the 2019-nCoV are cured, the antibodies left in their bodies may prevent them from reinfecting 2019-nCoV for a longer
period of time.
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Introduction

08

Since December 2019, many unexplained cases of pneumonia with cough, dyspnoea, fatigue and fever as the main symptoms have oc-

curred in Wuhan, China in a short period of time [1,2].

China’s health authorities and CDC quickly identified the pathogen of such cases as a new type of coronavirus, which the World Health

Organization (WHO) named 2019-nCoV on January 10, 2020 [3].

On January 22, 2020, the Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China held a press conference introduced

the relevant situation of pneumonia prevention and control of new coronavirus infection.

On the same day, the People’s Republic of China’s CDC released a plan for the prevention and control of pneumonitis of new coronavi-

rus infection, including the 2019-nCoV epidemic Research, specimen collection and testing, tracking and management of close contacts
and propaganda, education and risk communication to the public [4].

Wuhan, China is the origin of 2019-nCoV and one of the cities most affected by it. The Mayor of Wuhan stated at a press conference

on January 31, 2020 that Wuhan is urgently building Vulcan Mountain Hospital and Thunder Mountain Hospital patients will be officially
admitted on February 3 and February 6 [5]. By 24:00 on February 6, 2020, a total of 31,161 confirmed cases, including 636 deaths, were

reported in the Chinese mainland, 22,112 confirmed cases, including 618 deaths, were reported in Hubei province and 11,618 confirmed
cases, including 478 deaths, were reported in Wuhan city. The spread of 2019-nCoV and various interventions have had an incalculable

negative impact on People’s daily lives and the normal functioning of society. Cities in China’s Hubei province have issued varying degrees
of closures and traffic restrictions [6].

In fact, there are many imminent questions about the spread of 2019-nCoV. How many people will be infected tomorrow? When will

the inflection point of the infection rate appear? How many people will be infected during the peak period? Can existing interventions
effectively control the 2019-nCoV? What mathematical models are available to help us answer these questions?

The 2019-nCoV is a novel coronavirus that was only discovered in December 2019, so data on the outbreak is still insufficient and

medical means such as clinical trials are still in a difficult exploratory stage [7]. So far, epidemic data have been difficult to apply directly

to existing mathematical models and questions need to be addressed as to how effective the existing emergency response has been and
how to invest medical resources more scientifically in the future and so on. Based on this, this article aims to study the gaps in this part.

Methods
Data

Recently, 2019-nCoV suddenly struck in Wuhan, the seventh largest city of the People’s Republic of China. The daily epidemic announce-

ment provides us with basic data of epidemiological research. We obtained the epidemic data from the National Health Commission of the
People’s Republic of China from January 10, 2020 to February 9, 2020, including the cumulative number of cases, the cumulative number

of suspected cases, the cumulative number of people in recovery, the cumulative number of deaths and the cumulative number of people
in quarantine in the Chinese mainland [8]. At the same time, we collected the epidemic data of Hubei Province and its capital city Wuhan
from the Health Commission of a Province from January 20, 2020 to February 2, 2020, including the cumulative number of cases, the cumulative number of recovered people and the cumulative number of quarantined people in Hubei Province and Wuhan [9].
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The model

Based on the collected epidemic data, we tried to find the propagation rule of the 2019-nCoV, predict the epidemic situation and then

propose effective control and prevention methods. There are generally three kinds of methods to study the law of infectious disease transmission. The first is to establish a dynamic model of infectious diseases; The second is statistical modeling based on random process, time

series analysis and other statistical methods. The third is to use data mining technology to obtain the information in the data and find the

epidemic law of infectious diseases [10]. Considering the shortage of the collected public data in time span, the research content of this
paper is mainly based on the first two kinds of methods. The spread of the 2019-nCoV has exploded rapidly in Wuhan, China and effective
government intervention and prevention and control measures in all sectors depend on the best possible outbreak prediction [11]. This

paper mainly builds a dynamic model of 2019-nCoV transmission and a statistical model based on time series analysis and compares the
prediction effects of these mathematical models on the spread of 2019-nCoV epidemic. Due to the outbreak of existing data is not rela-

tively large sample data, in the spread of 2019-nCoV at this stage, the dynamics model we built is more suitable for containing parameters
to be estimated to predict the development trend of epidemic, peak size, etc., based on time series analysis of statistical modeling is more
accurately predict the value of data in the short term.
SEIQDR-based method for estimation

After the outbreak of the 2019-nCoV epidemic, the Chinese government has taken many effective measures to combat the epidemic,

such as inspection detention, isolation treatment, isolation of cities and stopping traffic on main roads [12-14]. However, the traditional

SEIR model cannot fully describe the impact of these measures on different populations. Based on the analysis of the actual situation and
existing data, we divided the population into different warehouses and established a more effective model for the dynamic spread of infec-

tious diseases. According to the actual situation of the epidemic, we divided the population into 6 different categories to comply with the
current spread of 2019-nCoV in China. Seeing table 1 for specific classification.
Classes

Explanations for different classes

S(t)

People who may be infected by the virus

E(t)
I(t)
Q(t)
D(t)
R(t)

Infected with the virus but without the typical symptoms of infection
Infected with the virus and highly infectious but not quarantined
Diagnosed and quarantined

Suspected cases of infection or potential victims
People who are cured after infection

Table 1: Classification and definition of population under transmission of new coronavirus.
Since the incubation period of the 2019-nCoV is as long as 2 to 14 days, there are already infected but undetected people (E) in the

natural environment of the susceptible population (S), when the first case is identified. Some people who have been infected need to go

through a certain incubation period before suspected symptoms can be detected (Q). Chest CT imaging was used to observe whether there
were glassy shadows in the lungs to determine whether the diagnosis was confirmed (D). Another part of the population has been infected
and has been sick, because not isolated, is highly infectious in the population. After a period of quarantine treatment, these two groups of

people will be discharged from hospital (R), or face death due to basic diseases. As shown in figure 1, we set up the warehouse in this way
to help us build a clear and accurate 2019-nCoV transmission dynamics model. The diagnosed patients will become healed after a certain
period of isolation and treatment. We call the proportion of people who are cured per day to those who are diagnosed the cure rate

γ,
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δ
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is the fatality rate of the new pneumo-

nia, reflecting the lethal intensity of 2019-nCoV. The rate d qd at which suspected patients are converted into confirmed cases represents

a measure of quarantine intensity due to the constant changes in medical procedures. At the same time, some highly infectious people in
the free environment will be transferred to confirmed cases at the rate of did, while others will be moved out at the rate of
of timely treatment.

δ1 due to lack

Figure 1: Warehouse transfer diagram of SEIQDR model.

The incidence rate of the susceptible population S(t) was set as f(t), which to some extent can reflect the infection degree of 2019-nCoV

in the susceptible population. The susceptible population in the free environment will become latent after being infected by 2019-nCoV,
and gradually develop after the incubation period. The proportion of latent persons who were converted to free infection was

ε , and the

proportion identified as suspected cases was deq. After medical diagnosis, some of the suspected cases were confirmed, while others were

not detected and returned to the susceptible population with a ratio of dqs. The susceptible population has also been converted to sus-

pected cases at a rate of dqs. According to the above-mentioned population classification and parameter definitions, we have established a

SEDQIR model based on SEIR, which can better reflect the spread of the 2019-nCoV in the population [18]. The SEDQIR model established
based on the dynamic transmission mechanism of infectious diseases is as follows:
 dS
 dt= d qs Q(t ) − f (t ) − d sq S (t ) ,

 dE =f (t ) − ε E (t ) − d E (t ) ,
eq
 dt

dD
=
d qd Q(t ) + did I (t ) − (γ + δ ) D(t ) ,
 dt

 dQ = d E (t ) + d S (t ) − d Q(t ) − d Q(t ) ,
eq
sq
qs
qd
 dt
 dI
 =ε E (t ) − did I (t ) − δ I (t ) ,
 dt
 dR
= γ D(t ).

 dt
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In order to study the deeper 2019-nCoV transmission rule, we perform a detailed analysis of some parameters to transform the degree

of infection into a form more conducive to data expression [19]. Adopt the degree of infection of 2019-nCoV in susceptible populations

f ( t ) , the mathematical expression is as follows:
β I CS
S
f (t ) =
( β E CE + β I CI )
=
(kE + I ) ,
S+E+I+R S+E+I+R
β
k= E .

βI

Among them, we refer to the infection rate coefficients of latent and freely infected people in susceptible populations as

βE

and

βI

. At this stage, the epidemic caused by 2019-nCoV may still be in the early stages of spreading among the population. We need to fit and

estimate the above parameters through the original data published by the National Health Commission of China. Therefore, we will formulate the formula to a certain extent. Simplify:

=
f (t ) β (t )(kE + I ) ,
The infection rate

β (t ) can be estimated and fitted based on the existing data, and k value reflects the infectivity of the latent person

relative to the infected person. Furthermore, according to the definition of incidence, the rate of infection can be expressed by the number
of people diagnosed over a period of time [10]. If the number of people diagnosed on day t is F, the infection rate can be expressed as

β (t ) =

d 2 −1

F (t + d1 + d 2 )
d1 + d 2 −1

∑ F (t + j ) + k ∑

.

F (t + j )

=j 0=j d 2

Among them, d1 is the average incubation period of 2019-nCoV and d2 is the time during which the incubator is isolated after the incu-

bation period. Based on the available data, the infectious rate can be calculated numerically.
TS Model-based method for estimation

Both the exponential smoothing method and the ARIMAX model are time series analysis methods and these methods are often used

in statistical modelling to analyse changes that occur over time [20,21]. In order to accurately predict the number of confirmed cases,
cumulative rehabilitation and cumulative deaths of 2019-nCoV in mainland China and Hubei Province in the future, We have established

multiple time series analysis models based on different mathematical formulas and tested the statistics of these time series models and
compare the results with the predicted effect.

The spread of 2019-nCoV in the population has not been more than two months. Based on statistical modelling methods, we still can-

not know the seasonal fluctuations of 2019-nCoV. Through simple data observation, we find that the spread of 2019-nCoV in the popula-

tion may have some trends, so when we tried to use the exponential smoothing-based time series prediction, we used the Brown linear
exponential smoothing model to analyze the relevant data of 2019-nCoV. Compared with the primary exponential smoothing model, the
Brown linear exponential smoothing model contains two Term exponential smoothing value [22]. The linear exponential smoothing formula using Brown’s linear exponential smoothing model is as follows:

ft (1) = α yt + (1 − α ) ft (−11)

Brown’s linear exponential smoothing formula is as follows:
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)
ft (=
α ft ( ) + (1 − α ) ft (−1)
2

among them,

ft (1)

1

2

is the exponential smoothing value of the model,

ft (

2)

is the quadratic exponential smoothing value of the model

[23]. The Brown linear exponential smoothing model using these two smoothed values is as follows:

ft + m = 2 ft (1) − ft ( 2) +

α m (1)
ft − ft ( 2)
1−α

(

)

In the above formula, m is the number of lead periods.

Time series analysis based on exponential smoothing is a statistical modelling method that cannot consider input variables. Consider-

ing that the 2019-nCoV confirmed cases, cumulative deaths and cumulative recovery variables may have some relationship in value, the

time series analysis based on ARIMAX models will also be performed on these variables in Mainland China, Hubei Province, Wuhan City

and some surrounding cities and these time series models will be compared and selected according to the test and prediction effects of
statistics [24]. In order to make accurate prediction of 2019 nCoV in the population, the formula of ARIMAX model is as follows:

èB1 (B )
=
yìxt −
B1 (
ö

Among them

èBi (

)=

(i )

0

−

(i )

1

− −

(i )
qi

b1

)
qi

(1)

t

Bi
,ö

x+L +

( )=

k

(i )
0

( a) b
k ( )

k

−

(i )

1

(k )

t

+

− −

( )
( )

(i )
pi

pi

t

,i

= 1, 2, ... , k .

The ARIMAX model can be seen as an ARIMA model with an intervention sequence. Taking the number of confirmed cases that we are

most concerned about when 2019-nCoV spreads through the population as an example, the model can represent the sequence value of

the number of confirmed cases over a period of time as random fluctuations the past value of the number of confirmed cases and the past

value of the input sequence, the input sequence may be variables that have a high degree of correlation with the number of confirmed
cases, such as the number of deaths, the cumulative number of recoveries and the number of suspected cases.
Simulation

Due to the long duration of the 2019-nCoV epidemic, it is still in an ascending period as of February 9. In this paper, days are taken as the

minimum time unit, a discrete model is obtained according to the practical meaning of the continuous model and the epidemic data of
Hubei province and the whole country are used to obtain the changes of its parameters and the numerical simulation is carried out. If the
number of days is taken as the minimum time unit, the continuous model can be discretized as:

 E (t + 1) = (1 − ε − d eq ) E (t ) + β (t )(kE (t ) + I (t )),

 D(t + 1) = (1 − γ − δ ) D(t ) + d qd Q(t ) + did I (t ),

Q(t + 1) = (1 − d qs − d qd )Q(t ) + d eq E (t ),

 I (t + 1) =(1 − did − δ ) I (t ) + ε E (t ) ,
 R (t + 1)= R (t ) + γ D(t ).


According to the discrete model, the initial value of each variable can be given to describe the model numerically when the parameters

are determined. We give the initial values of some parameters according to the references and the latest outbreak information and we will
use the least square method to obtain the variables and parameters that cannot be determined. According to the literature [1,15-17] the
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average incubation period of 2019-nCoV is 7 days and the average onset period is 1 day after the incubation period. The average disease

duration is 21 days and the mortality rate based on historical data; it is about 2%. The daily conversion of suspected cases to confirmed
cases accounts for about 0.8 and newly admitted patients account for about 0.2 confirmed cases per day [25]. Therefore, the following
parameters can be preliminary estimated, these parameters reflect the basic situation of the epidemic at this stage.

4
1

, diq
, d qd
=
=
d eq 35=
3

1
1
 δ
,γ
,ε
=
=
=

1000
21

1
, d qs 0 ,
=
3
1
.
35

In this paper, the least square method is used to fit the unknown parameters, but the value of k and the infection rate of

β (t )

in the

model are still unknown. According to the number of confirmed cases published by the national health and fitness commission of China
and Hubei provincial health and fitness commission, we calculated the discrete value of the infection rate on January 20 solstice and

February 5 and obtained the parameter k by using the least square method. Finally, we obtained the numerical solution of the model, so

as to conduct a more detailed model analysis.27,28 Let the calculated number of diagnosed persons with parameters be calculated as

When the actual number of confirmed patients is
formula of the error SSE is as follows:

Dc .

D , we construct a least squares estimate method to fit the parameters. The calculation
17

=
SSE min ∑ DC ( k , β (t ，k ) ) − D( t ) .
t =1

Results and Discussion
TS Model-based estimates
We use sequence diagrams and autocorrelation functions of the original data to determine the stationarity of these time series and

to smooth the series who’s average and variance are not always constant. In the exponential smoothing method, we perform a natural
logarithmic transformation on the series to complete the smoothing process. In the ARIMA and ARIMAX models, we use the first-order

difference or the second-order difference to smooth the original sequence. Using the above processing, we can obtain the time series
analysis model summary information of the number of confirmed cases in mainland China as shown in table 2. As shown in table 2, we
have established multiple time series analysis models for the number of confirmed cases in mainland China. By comparing, we can initially
find that the Brown model is a natural logarithmic transformation of the original sequence and the second order ARIMAX (0,1,0) model

for difference processing seems to be more suitable. Among them, the Brown model has a stationary R-square of 0.605, the Ljung-Box Q

(18) test statistic has a value of 0.958, the stationary R-square of the ARIMAX (0,1,0) model is 0.977 and the value of the Ljung-Box Q (18)

test statistic is 0.987. According to table 2, we find that ARIMAX (0,1,0) model is the best of the six time series models in terms of goodness
of fit and Ljung box Q (18) test results. We preliminarily think that Brown model and ARIMAX (0,1,0) model should have good statistical

significance and they should be able to predict the number of confirmed cases of new coronavirus pneumonia in mainland China in the

next week. To further diagnose the results of these time series models, we make their autocorrelation function diagrams of the residuals
as shown in figure 2. In the function graph, we can judge whether the residuals still contain valid information of the time series. Through
figure 2, we can intuitively find that there may still be some valid information in the residuals of model 3. After observing the Residual

ACF of other models, we think the residual sequences of Model 2 and Model 5 can be regarded as white noise sequences [29]. That is, to
a certain extent, the Brown model with natural logarithmic transformation of the original sequence and ARIMAX (0,1,0) models can be

used to predict the short-term development of the confirmed number of patients with new type of coronavirus pneumonia in mainland

China. As shown in figure 3 and figure 4 below, we have made a short-term prediction of the number of confirmed cases of new corona-
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virus pneumonia in mainland China based on Brown model and ARIMAX (0,1,0) model after second-order difference processing. We can

clearly see from figure 3 and figure 4 that the prediction of the exact number of cases diagnosed in the past time by these two models is

in good agreement with the real value, while the ARIMAX (0,1,0) model processed by second-order difference is more consistent with the
historical data. The predictions of these two models for the number of confirmed cases of new coronavirus pneumonia in the next week

are relatively close, but we noticed that under the 95% confidence interval, the ARIMAX (0,1,0) after second-order difference processing
the upper and lower limits of the model’s prediction of the number of confirmed cases are very small, so we finally selected the ARIMAX

(0,1,0) model that was subjected to second-order difference processing in six time series models. Then the number of confirmed cases

in mainland China is predicted. Based on the predictions in figure 4, we believe that the number of confirmed cases of new coronavirus
pneumonia in mainland China in a week (February 8, 2020) may be as high as 36,343. We also made six time series models of cumula-

tive confirmed cases in Hubei Province as shown in table 3 below and the autocorrelation function diagrams of the residuals of these 6
models are shown in figure 5. Based on the information in table 3 and figure 5, we selected the ARIMAX (0,0,0) model made a short-term

prediction of the number of confirmed cases of pneumonitis of the new coronavirus in Hubei Province and plotted the prediction of the
ARIMAX (0,0,0) model as shown in figure 6. According to figure 6, we believe that the number of confirmed cases of pneumonitis with

new coronavirus in Hubei Province will rise to 26,455 in a week (February 8, 2020). It is worth mentioning that because the time series

model is based on the original sequence itself time series models based on different mathematical formulas may not be suitable for longterm prediction of the spread of the 2019-nCoV epidemic, but these models can provide rapid prediction of short-term transmission of
the 2019-nCoV epidemic. So as to provide reference value for all levels of departments and hospitals in the next few days to implement
effective intervention and prevention of the spread of new coronavirus.
Method

Exponential
smoothing
method
ARIMA

ARIMAX

LjungBox
Q(18)

Fitting effect

Stability
treatment

Model
Stationary
R-squared

R-squared

Normalized
BIC

Sig.

Number
of
Outliers

Serial
number

_

Brown

0.245

0.996

11.338

0.787

0

1

First order
difference

ARIMA(0,1,0)

0.235

0.961

13.644

0.000

0

3

First order
difference

ARIMAX(0,1,0)

Natural logarithmic
transformation
Two order
difference

Two order
difference

Brown

ARIMA(0,2,0)

ARIMAX(0,2,0)

0.605

0.687
0.977
0.208

0.992

0.997

0.999

0.997

12.039

11.223

10.634

11.793

0.958

0

0.912

0

0.987

0.997

Method

Exponential
smoothing
method

0

ARIMA

ARIMAX

Sig.

0.994

11.228

0.958

0

7

0.205

0.958

13.141

0.000

0

9

0.999

0.999

10.383

0.806

0

_

Brown

0.136

First order
difference

ARIMA(0,1,0)

_

ARIMAX(0,0,0)

Two order
difference

First order
difference

ARIMA(0,2,0)

ARIMAX(0,1,0)

6

Normalized
BIC

Model

Brown

5

Number
of
Outliers

Stability
treatment

Natural
logarithmic
transformation

Ljung-Box
Q(18)

4

0

Table 2: Summary of 6 time series models of cumulative confirmed cases in mainland China.

Fitting effect

2

Stationary
R-squared
R-squared
0.021

0.264

0.973

0.987

0.994

0.999

11.928

11.200
10.279

0.845

0.977

0.655

0

0
0

Serial
number

8

10

11

12

Table 3: Summary of 6 time series models of cumulative confirmed cases in Hubei province.
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Figure 2: Residual ACF of six time series models of cumulative confirmed cases in mainland China.

Figure 3: Prediction chart of cumulative number of confirmed cases in mainland China based on logarithm
transformation Brown model.
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Figure 4: Prediction chart of cumulative number of confirmed cases in mainland China based on ARIMAX(0,1,0).

Figure 5: Residual ACF of six time series models of cumulative confirmed cases in Hubei Province.
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Figure 6: Prediction chart of cumulative number of confirmed cases in Hubei Province based on ARIMAX(0,0,0).

SEIQDR-based estimates
According to the data released by the National Health Construction Commission of China, we set the data on January 10 as the initial

value. On January 10, the transmission of 2019-nCoV only occurred in Hubei Province, of which 41 were confirmed, 0 were suspected, 2
were cured, 2 were infected with the 2019-nCoV but not yet sick and 0 people were ill but not isolated, namely:

=
E (0) 2=
, I (0) 0 =
, Q(0) 0 =
, D(0) 41=
, R(0) 2 .

Since 2019-nCoV originates from Wuhan, Hubei, the above initial value can also be used as the national initial value. Based on this, we

k and errors SSE of Hubei Province and Mainland China as follows:
=
k H 0.815
=
, SSEH 2236 .

use the least square method to calculate
Among them,

=
k N 0.553
=
, SSEN 2527 .
k H means Hubei Province’s k value, k N means the k value of mainland China, because Hubei Province is the birth-

place of the epidemic, with a large number of patients and limited medical resources, a large number of mild patients are self-isolated at

home, which increases the transmission time after the incubation period [30]. The number of cases outside Hubei Province is small, and

medical resources are sufficient, making the k value small.The latent can get timely treatment after the onset, and reduce the transmission time after the onset. It can be seen from the comparison of k value that it is a very correct and effective decision for medical staff from
other provinces in mainland China to go to Wuhan and Hubei to fight the epidemic. It can be seen from figure 7 that the SEIQDR model
based on the dynamic propagation of 2019-nCoV has a good fitting effect with the original data in the duration period (from January 10,

2020 to February 9, 2020), and the fitting curve of the number of confirmed cases is basically consistent with the duration data. We use

SEIQDR model to predict the spread of 2019-nCoV in mainland China and Wuhan, and get the development trend of the cumulative number of confirmed cases in mainland China and Wuhan as shown in figure 8.
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Figure 7: Matching effect chart of the real value and predicted value of the cumulative number of confirmed cases in China and Wuhan.

Figure 8: Prediction results of cumulative number of confirmed cases in China and Wuhan.
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Based on the prediction results in figure 8, we believe that the cumulative number of confirmed cases in Wuhan will continue to rise

within 70 days from January 10, 2020 and the cumulative number of confirmed cases in Wuhan may reach a peak around March 20, 2020,
the peak is 76982, that is to say, after the cumulative number of confirmed cases in Wuhan reached 76982 on March 20, there may no new

confirmed cases appear. To observe the development trend of the cumulative number of confirmed cases in mainland China, we believe

that when the cumulative number of confirmed cases in Wuhan reaches a peak, the growth rate of confirmed cases in mainland China
will decrease rapidly and the cumulative number of confirmed cases in mainland China will peak around March 15, 2020, with a peak of
87,701. In order to give a clearer mathematical description of the spread of 2019-nCoV in Wuhan and Mainland China, we analyze the

infection rate and basic regeneration number of the new coronavirus. Using the diachronic data and the calculation formula for the infection rate given above, the infection rate is fitted, we let the number of 2019-nCoV be

basic regeneration number of 2019-nCoV:

=
R(t ) β (t )(kT +

R ( t ) , we use the following formula to calculate the

ε
).
(d + ε + λ )(d + δ + θ )

As can be seen from the above formula, there is a close relationship between the basic regeneration number and the infection rate. In

the above formula, t is the average latency of the 2019-nCoV and we also set the initial value of the average latency to 7. From this, we can

get the trend of infection rate and basic regeneration number of 2019 nCoV in Wuhan and Mainland China over time as shown in figure 9

below. As shown in figure 9, during the period from January 10 to February 9, 2020, No matter in mainland China or Wuhan, the infection

rate and basic regeneration number of 2019-nCoV continue to decline and may continue to decline in the future. In our opinion, this may
indicate that the emergency intervention and special control measures taken by the Chinese government to block Wuhan City, restrict

the flow of people in Hubei Province and enhance the medical resources in the severely affected areas in the early stage of 2019-nCoV

transmission have played a crucial role in the spread of the epidemic. According to the results of SEIQDR model, we believe that during
the period from January 10 to February 9, 2020, the average basic regeneration number of 2019-nCoV in mainland China is 4.01, while

the average basic regeneration number in Wuhan is 4.3. The infection rate of 2019-nCoV in mainland China should be reduced to 0 in 45
days after January 10, 2020, that is, around February 25.

Figure 9: Infection rate and basic regeneration number in China and Wuhan.
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According to the results of the SEIQDR model, we can also study more about the development trend of the 2019-nCoV epidemic in

mainland China, Hubei Province, and Wuhan. Without the loss of generality, other parameters in the SEIQDR model remain initially set.
Under the circumstances, we analyze some parameters in mainland China to explore the possible changes in the cumulative number of

confirmed diagnoses. We have made a trend chart of the number of confirmed cases in mainland China when the average time required
for the suspected population to be transformed into the confirmed population changes as shown in figure 10. In figure 10, The reciprocal
of σ indicates that it takes the average time for the suspected population to be diagnosed as the confirmed population, that is σ

as shown in Figure 10, at that time of

= d qd ,

σ = 1/ 5 , it took an average of 5 days for suspected cases to be diagnosed as confirmed cases for

necessary isolation and treatment. If the various preventive measures remain unchanged, the cumulative number of confirmed patients in
mainland China will reach a peak after 73 days on January 1, 2020. The peak time was 94731 people. At that time of

σ = 1/ 3 , patients

can get relatively timely isolation and treatment after the onset of the disease, in which case the peak number of cumulative diagnoses will

be reduced to 87701, a relative decrease of 7030. According to figure 10, we can find that the peak number increases as σ gets smaller
of cumulative diagnoses, which means that if the number of patients diagnosed with suspected patients will increase rapidly if they are
not diagnosed in time. We believe that this trend may not be obvious enough within 30 days after January 10, however, once the epidemic
situation becomes serious, the rapid increase in the number of confirmed cases and the difficulty in timely diagnosis and treatment may
bring great challenges to the prevention and control of the epidemic in mainland China.

Figure 10: The changes of different in the cumulative of confirmed cases in mainland China during the 2019-nCoV transmission process.

Finally, we analysed the sensitivity of mortality and cure rate in SEIQDR model. The figure 11 shows the change in the cumulative

number of confirmed cases with mortality and cure rate in mainland China. In figure 11, on the left is the cumulative number of confirmed
diagnoses with death during the transmission of 2019-nCoV in mainland China, the change of the cure rate is the change of the cumulative
number of diagnoses with the cure rate on the right. We found that when the mortality rate gradually increased from 2% to 10%, the cu-

mulative number of diagnoses increased by about 2,000. We believe that, this means that the bodies of patients killed by 2019-nCoV may

still carry a certain number of new infectious coronaviruses. According to the results of this simulation, we suggest that mainland China,
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especially Hubei Province and Wuhan City, should pay attention to the treatment of the dead bodies of the dead patients, try to ensure
that the body itself and the handling process do not cause additional contagion. We also gradually increased the cure rate from 2% to 10%
and found that the cumulative number of confirmed diagnoses has almost no fluctuation. We think this means that once the pneumonia

patients with the new coronavirus are cured, the antibodies left in their bodies may make them no longer a member of the susceptible

population infected with the new coronavirus. In the early stage of 2019-nCoV transmission, as we did not know about 2019-nCoV and

clinical trials were difficult to proceed immediately, our modeling and results provided reference values for intervention and prevention
and clinical trials at all levels.

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis results of mortality and cure rate.

Conclusion
There is no doubt that the propagation of 2019-nCoV in the population will be affected by the intricacies of many factors. In the early

stage of the 2019-nCoV propagation, it is difficult to establish a dynamic propagation model with parameters to be estimated and obtain
fairly accurate simulation results, but the preliminary estimation of parameters such as average latency and mortality through existing
data may be helpful for solving important parameters such as infection rate and rehabilitation rate, which will help us have a more ac-

curate grasp of the transmission trend of 2019-nCoV. On the other hand, statistical modeling of the spread of new coronavirus pneumonia
in the population based on time series analysis is a thing that can be done immediately after getting the latest data every day, because the

dynamic model of the time series is based on the law of the data itself. Although this method often requires sufficient data to support it, in

the early stages of epidemic transmission, this method can still be used to more accurately predict the indicators of epidemic transmission
in the short term, so as to provide intervention control at all levels of the departments and Policy implementation provides short-term
emergency prevention programs.

Limitations

This article will inevitably make some assumptions when building the model. When we build a dynamic discrete model for a certain

period for 2019-nCoV, we ignore the impact of factors such as population birth rate and natural mortality.
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For simple calculations, we also Assume that the latent population of 2019-nCoV and the infected but not yet isolated population have

the same range of activities and capabilities, that is, we assume that for 2019-nCoV, the population

E ( t ) And the crowd I ( t )

have the

same contact rate. On the other hand, this article is based on the collected data for a specific period of time to fit and estimate the basic
regeneration number, infection rate, and recovery rate of 2019-nCoV, with the continuous release of epidemic data these important indicators may undergo significant changes in the spread of 2019-nCoV among the population.
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